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Abstract. Satisfiability is the problem of deciding whether a formula
has a model. Although it is not even semidecidable in first-order logic,
it is decidable in some first-order theories or fragments thereof (e.g., the
quantifier-free fragment). Satisfiability modulo a theory is the problem
of determining whether a quantifier-free formula admits a model that
is a model of a given theory. If the formula mixes theories, the consid-
ered theory is their union, and combination of theories is the problem of
combining decision procedures for the individual theories to get one for
their union. A standard solution is the equality-sharing method by Nelson
and Oppen, which requires the theories to be disjoint and stably infinite.
This paper surveys selected approaches to the problem of reasoning in the
union of disjoint theories, that aim at going beyond equality sharing, in-
cluding: asymmetric extensions of equality sharing, where some theories
are unrestricted, while others must satisfy stronger requirements than
stable infiniteness; superposition-based decision procedures; and current
work on conflict-driven satisfiability (CDSAT).
1 Introduction
Since the early 1980s, it was understood that combination of theories is of
paramount importance for software verification [99,97,105,98], because program
checking requires inferences about diverse domains such as arithmetic, data
structures, and free predicate and function symbols [116,51,20]. Reasoning about
disjunction is just as basic, since the different paths that a program execution
may take are logically connected by disjunction. The problem known as satis-
fiability modulo theories (SMT) refers to the problem of determining the sat-
isfiability of an arbitrary (usually quantifier-free) formula modulo a union of
theories [115,14,16]. Several solvers for SMT have been developed in the last 20
years or so that support a combination of two or more theories. These include
(in alphabetical order) Alt-Ergo [46], Boolector [41], CVC4 [12], MathSAT [45],
OpenSMT [42], Simplify [56], veriT [37], Yices [57], and Z3 [50]. Because of their
power and efficiency in practice, SMT solvers have been interfaced with or inte-
grated in a large number of tools including theorem provers [28,36,109], proofs
assistants [1,17], and tools for the analysis, verification, and synthesis of software
(see [52] for a survey).
Deductive problems in combination of theories can be formulated as mod-
ularity problems, or how to get a decision procedure for a problem in a union
of theories, given decision procedures for that problem in the component theo-
ries. Franz Baader was a pioneer in the study of modularity problems [6,7,8,9,5],
propounding the importance of theory combination in automated reasoning.
For the problem of determining the satisfiability of sets of literals in a com-
bined theory, an answer to the quest for modularity is offered by the popular
equality sharing method, by Nelson and Oppen, also known as the Nelson-Oppen
scheme [99,119,110]. This method combines decision procedures for theories that
are disjoint and stably infinite. In an unsorted setting, this means that the the-
ories’ signatures share only the equality symbol and free constants and every
quantifier-free formula satisfiable in one of the theories is satisfiable in a model
with a countably infinite domain. The Nelson-Oppen scheme separates terms
that mix function or predicate symbols from different theories by allowing each
theory to view maximal alien subterms as free constants. The component deci-
sion procedures cooperate by agreeing on an arrangement of their shared free
constants, that is, a complete and consistent set of equalities and disequalities
between those constants. For SMT, an equality-sharing decision procedure for a
union T of theories is integrated with a propositional satisfiability (SAT) solver,
based on the DPLL/CDCL4 procedure [49,93,94], according to the DPLL(T )
framework and its extensions [103,13,85,38,36].
For the problem of unification modulo theories, a milestone on the road to-
wards modularity is the Baader-Schulz combination method [7]. Unification mod-
ulo theories considers equational theories, which are presented by sets of univer-
sally quantified equalities. The union of two equational theories is the theory
presented by the union of the component theories’ presentations. Unification is
a satisfiability problem that restricts formulas to conjunctions of equations, and
models to Herbrand interpretations, that is, interpretations where the domain
is the universe of terms, and constant and function symbols are interpreted as
themselves. In unification modulo a theory T , the universe of terms is partitioned
into congruence classes induced by the equalities in the presentation of T .
The Baader-Schulz scheme combines decision procedures that allow the ad-
dition of free symbols and cooperate by sharing information including an identi-
fication of free constants, that is, a set of equalities telling which free constants
are equal. Both the Baader-Schulz and the Nelson-Oppen schemes require the
theories to be disjoint, and feature a separation phase; also, variable identifica-
tion is a form of arrangement. On the other hand, the Baader-Schulz method
does not deal with inequalities, and does not need stable infiniteness.
4 DPLL stands for Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland and CDCL stands for Conflict-
Driven Clause Learning. The CDCL procedure is an extension and improvement of
the DPLL procedure.
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The word problem in an equational theory T asks whether a universally
quantified equality is valid in the theory, that is, satisfied in every model of T .
The Baader-Tinelli combination method establishes a modularity result for the
word problem [9].
For theories with a finite presentation, these problems can be treated also
as refutational theorem-proving problems, applying a superposition-based strategy
(e.g., [82,73,74,71,72,10,34,22]) to the union of the presentation and the negation
of the conjecture. For the word problem, a conjecture ∀x̄. s't, where x̄ contains
all variables occurring in s't, is negated into ∃x̄. s6't, whose Skolemization yields
a ground target inequality ŝ 6' t̂, where the hat means that all variables are
replaced by Skolem constants. A refutation is reached if ŝ and t̂ get rewritten to
the same term. For the unification problem, a conjecture ∃x̄. s't, is negated into
∀x̄. s6't, yielding a non-ground target inequality s6't with all variables implicitly
universally quantified. Superposition also applies into the target inequality (an
inference also known as narrowing), and a refutation is reached if s and t get
reduced to syntatically unifiable terms, leading to completion-based approaches to
unification modulo theories (e.g., [62,102,89]). Between the word problem and the
general validity problem lies the clausal validity problem, which queries whether
a clause ϕ, that is, a universally quantified disjunction of literals ∀x̄. l1∨ . . .∨ lk,
is valid in a theory. The conjecture ϕ is negated into ∃x̄. ¬l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬lk, whose
Skolemization yields a set of ground literals Q = {¬l̂1, . . . ,¬l̂k}: ϕ is valid in
the theory if and only if Q is unsatisfiable in the theory. Superposition-based
strategies terminate and therefore are decision procedures for the satisfiability
of sets of ground literals in several theories [4,2,3,26].
In this paper we survey selected approaches to go beyond the standard repre-
sented by equality sharing for SMT in unions of theories. We begin with methods
that generalize equality sharing to asymmetric combinations, where some theo-
ries are not stably infinite, provided the others are either shiny [122], gentle [60],
or polite [108,76], which means that they are more flexible than stably-infinite
theories cardinality-wise. Then we consider superposition, whose application to
unions of theories is also formulated as a modularity problem, namely modularity
of termination: knowing that superposition terminates on satisfiability problems
in each component theory, show that it terminates on satisfiability problems in
their union [2,3]. This modularity results also allows one to understand the rela-
tion between equality sharing and superposition [29,3]. We conclude with a brief
description of a new paradigm for SMT in unions of theories, named CDSAT,
for Conflict-Driven SATisfiability, which generalizes equality sharing in several
ways, including lifting stable infiniteness [31,32,33]. The interested reader may
find additional material in complementary sources (e.g., [92,64,66,67]).
The paper is organized as follows. After providing basic definitions and nota-
tions in Section 2, we present the equality-sharing method in Section 3, including
a result showing that the decidability of unions of disjoint decidable theories de-
pends on cardinality requirements. The next three sections (4-6) are dedicated
to shiny, gentle, and polite theories, respectively. Section 7 surveys the appli-
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cation of superposition-based strategies to SMT. Section 8 gives an overview of
CDSAT, and Section 9 closes the paper with a discussion.
2 Background Definitions
A first-order language, or signature, is a tuple L = 〈S,F ,P,V〉, where S is a
finite set of disjoint sorts, F is a finite set of function symbols, P is a finite set
of predicate symbols, including an equality symbol for each sort, and V is a set
that contains a denumerable amount of variables for each sort. Every variable,
predicate, and function symbol is assigned a sort in S, Sn, and Sn+1 respectively,
where n is the arity of the symbol. Propositions are nullary predicate symbols,
and constants are nullary function symbols. L is one-sorted if S is a singleton,
many-sorted otherwise. As decision procedures may extend the given language L
with a finite set C of new constant symbols, LC denotes the extended language
〈S,F ∪ C,P,V〉. Terms over L, or L-terms, are defined as usual. A compound
term contains at least an occurrence of a function symbol. A context is a term
with a hole: the notation t[l] represents a term where l appears as subterm in
context t.
An atomic formula, or atom, is a predicate symbol applied to as many terms
as its arity. A literal is either an atom or the negation of an atom. Formulas are
built as usual from atoms, connectives (¬, ∧, ∨,⇒, ≡), and quantifiers (∀, ∃). A
sentence is a formula where all variables are quantified. A clause is a disjunction
of literals, where all variables are implicitly universally quantified. A quantifier-
free formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF), if it is a conjunction, or a set,
of disjunctions of literals; in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is a disjunction
of conjunctions, or sets, of literals. Through Skolemization, every formula can
be reduced to an equisatisfiable conjunction, or set, of clauses (clausal form). A
term is ground if it does not contain variables, and the same applies to literals,
clauses, and formulas. The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted
by Var(t). Atoms, literals, sentences, and formulas over L are called L-atoms,
L-literals, L-sentences, and L-formulas, respectively.
An interpretation M of L, or L-interpretation, defines non-empty pairwise
disjoint domains M[s] for all s ∈ S, a sort- and arity-matching total function
M[f ] for all f ∈ F , a sort- and arity-matching relation M[p] for all p ∈ P,
and an element M[x] ∈ M[s] for all x ∈ V of sort s. M designates a value in
M[s] for every term of sort s, and a truth value for every formula, with equality
interpreted as identity in each domain. An L-structure is an L-interpretation
over an empty set of variables. A model of an L-formula ϕ is an L-interpretation
where ϕ is true, writtenM |= ϕ, and readM satisfies ϕ. A formula is satisfiable
if it has a model, unsatisfiable otherwise. A model is finite if for all s ∈ S the
cardinality |M[s]| is finite.
In this paper we adopt the syntactic definition of a theory. Given a first-order
language L, an L-theory T is a set of L-sentences, called axioms or T -axioms.
One can write T -atom, T -literal, or T -formula in place of L-atom, L-literal, or L-
formula. Symbols that do not appear in T -axioms are called free or uninterpreted.
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An L-theory T determines the set Mod(T ) of its models, or T -models, that is,
those L-structures M such that M |= T , which means that M |= ϕ for all ϕ in
T . In turn, a set C of L-structures determines the set Th(C) of its theorems, that
is, those L-sentences that are true in all structures in C. If C = Mod(T ), one can
write Th(T ), in place of Th(C), for the set of theorems of T or T -theorems. With
respect to Mod(T ) or Th(T ), T is called axiomatization or presentation. If T is
finite, the theory is said to be finitely axiomatized. Given an L1-theory T1 and
an L2-theory T2, their union is the L1 ∪ L2-theory T1 ∪ T2. Two languages are
disjoint if their sets of non-nullary functions and predicates are pairwise disjoint,
and two theories are disjoint if their languages are.
Whenever equational reasoning is built into an inference system or algorithm,
the axioms of equality are omitted from T . If all axioms are built into the
inference system or algorithm, a finite axiomatization T may not be given, and an
L-theory, for L = 〈S,F ,P,V〉, may be characterized by a set C of L-structures.
The implicit, and usually infinite, axiomatization T of the theory is given by
T = Th(C), so that the structures in C are still called T -models and T is still
used as the name of the theory. Given another language L′ = 〈S ′,F ′,P ′,V ′〉
such that S ⊆ S ′, F ⊆ F ′, and P ⊆ P ′, an L′-structure M′ is a T -model over
L′, if the L-structure M defined by the M′-interpretation of L-symbols is a T -
model, that is, if M ∈ C, or, equivalently, M |= T . Given an L1-theory T1 and
an L2-theory T2 characterized in this style, their union T1 ∪ T2 is the L1 ∪ L2-
theory characterized by the class of L1∪L2-structuresM that are simultaneously
T1-models over L1 ∪ L2 and T2-models over L1 ∪ L2.
A formula ϕ is T -satisfiable if it has a T -model, T -unsatisfiable otherwise.
A formula ϕ is T -valid if it is true in all T -models, T -invalid otherwise. Since
no interpretation satisfies both ϕ and ¬ϕ, a formula ϕ is T -valid if and only if
¬ϕ is T -unsatisfiable, and ϕ is T -satisfiable if and only if ¬ϕ is T -invalid. Thus,
T -satisfiability is decidable if and only if T -validity is decidable. The T -validity
of ϕ is approached refutationally by proving that ¬ϕ is T -unsatisfiable: for this
purpose, ¬ϕ is typically reduced to clausal form. If ϕ is a clause (clausal validity
problem), the clausal form of ¬ϕ is a set of ground unit clauses or, equivalently,
ground literals. For many theories of interest only the quantifier-free fragment
is decidable (e.g., [39], Chapter 3). Let ϕ be a quantifier-free formula and x̄
the tuple of its free variables: ϕ is T -satisfiable if and only if its existential
closure ∃x̄. ϕ is T -satisfiable; ϕ is T -valid if and only if its universal closure
∀x̄. ϕ is T -valid if and only if ∃x̄. ¬ϕ is T -unsatisfiable. Through Skolemization,
both problems reduce to the T -satisfiability of a ground formula, which can
be reduced to either CNF, yielding a set of ground clauses, or DNF. CNF is
generally preferred, especially if the original problem is a T -validity problem,
as most refutational calculi work with clausal form. If the original problem is
a T -satisfiability problem, DNF offers the advantage that a DNF formula is
satisfiable if and only if at least one of its sets of literals is. In summary, a theory
T is ∃-decidable, if the T -satisfiability of finite sets of ground literals is decidable,
and ∃∞-decidable, if it is ∃-decidable and the satisfiability of finite sets of ground
literals in infinite T -models is also decidable.
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3 The Equality Sharing Method
SMT solvers are generally built around a decision procedure for quantifier-free
formulas, whose Boolean structure is handled by the underlying SAT-solver. As a
consequence, theory reasoning is only concerned with conjunctions or (finite) sets
of literals. In most SMT solvers, the theory reasoners handle a union of theories.
The equality-sharing method by Nelson and Oppen [99,105,97,98,110,119] is a
means to build a decision procedure for satisfiability of sets of literals in a union
of disjoint theories from decision procedures for satisfiability of sets of literals in
each theory. For example, consider the set of literals
Q = {a ≤ b, b ≤ (a+ f(a)), P (h(a)− h(b)), ¬P (0), f(a) ' 0}.
The first step is to identify the involved theories. Suppose a specification tells
us that ≤, +, −, and 0 are to be interpreted over the integers, while the sym-
bols P , f , h, a, and b are free. Since there is no occurrence of product, for the
integers it suffices to consider linear integer arithmetic (LIA). For the free sym-
bols, the relevant theory is the theory of (equality with) uninterpreted function
symbols (abbreviated as EUF or UF). Thus, the problem requires the union of
LIA and UF sharing the sort int of the integers. However, UF only has equality
as predicate, and therefore the problem gets rewritten in the equisatifiable form
Q = {a ≤ b, b ≤ (a+ f(a)), fP (h(a)− h(b)) ' •, fP (0) 6' •, f(a) ' 0}.
Let prop be the sort interpreted by all interpretations as the set {true, false} of
the propositional, or Boolean, values. Then, the language of UF has sorts int
and prop, function symbols f, h : int → int and fP : int → prop, and constant
symbols a and b of sort int, and • of sort prop. The language of LIA has sorts int
and prop, predicate symbol ≤ of sort int× int for the ordering, function symbols
+,− : int× int→ int for addition and subtraction, and the constant 0 of sort int.
Let T1 be LIA and T2 be UF. For the separation phase of the equality-sharing
method, Q is separated into a set of T1-literals Q1 and a set of T2-literals Q2 by
introducing fresh free constants5 to produce the equisatisfiable problem Q1∪Q2:
Q1 = {a ≤ b, b ≤ (a+ v1), v2 ' v3 − v4, v5 ' 0, v1 ' 0}
Q2 = {v1 ' f(a), fP (v2) ' •, v3 ' h(a), v4 ' h(b), fP (v5) 6' •}.
Q1 and Q2 only share equality between terms of sort int and the free constants
in the set C = {a, b, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. It is not difficult to see that Q is T1 ∪ T2-
unsatisfiable whereas Q1 is T1-satisfiable and Q2 is T2-satisfiable. This means
that, in general, it is not sufficient for T1 ∪ T2-satisfiability to let the decision
procedures for T1 and T2 examine only the satisfiability of their subproblem. The
decision procedures need to exchange information about their individual sets of
literals. A first key idea in equality sharing is that the decision procedures need
to agree on an arrangement of the shared constants.
5 Traditionally combination schemes use free variables for this role (e.g., [39]). Since
quantified formulas appear in this paper, we choose to use free constants.
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Definition 1. An arrangement α of a set of constant symbols C is a satisfiable
set of sorted equalities and inequalities between elements of C such that a ' b ∈ α
or a 6' b ∈ α for all a, b of the same sort in C.
A second key ingredient is that the decision procedures need to agree on the
cardinalities of the shared sorts. The following theorem states these two require-
ments for completeness (cf. [120,61,121,122,60] for equivalent formulations).
Theorem 1. Assume T1 and T2 are theories over disjoint languages L1 and L2,
and Qi (i = 1, 2) is a set of LCi -literals. Then Q1 ∪ Q2 is T1 ∪ T2-satisfiable if
and only if there exist an arrangement α of C and a Ti-model Mi such that
Mi |= α ∪Qi for i = 1, 2 and |M1[s]| = |M2[s]| for all sorts s common to both
languages L1 and L2.
This theorem can be strengthened by restricting the arrangement α to the
constants of C that occur in both Q1 and Q2. The (⇒) case of the proof is
straightforward, and the (⇐) case is proved by building from the T1-model and
the T2-model a T1 ∪ T2-model (e.g., Theorem 1, [60]). This is possible thanks to
the shared arrangement, and because the T1-model and the T2-model have the
same cardinality for each common sort. Checking the existence of a model is the
task of the decision procedures for the component theories. The issue is how to
ensure that there are models that agree on the cardinalities of shared sorts.
A theory T is stably infinite if every T -satisfiable quantifier-free T -formula
has a T -model such that for all sorts other than prop the domain has cardinality
ℵ0, the cardinality of the set IN of the natural numbers. Combining only stably
infinite theories is a radical solution to the cardinality requirement of Theorem 1:
the cardinality is ℵ0 for all shared theories other than prop. Since both LIA and
UF are stably infinite, the set Q of our example is T1 ∪ T2-satisfiable if and only
if there exists an arrangement α of the free constants in C such that α ∪ Qi is
Ti-satisfiable for i=1, 2. As no such arrangement exists, Q is T1∪T2-unsatisfiable.
In order to include non-stably-infinite theories, combination schemes can rely on
the notion of spectrum [60].
Definition 2. The spectrum of a one-sorted theory T is the set of the cardi-
nalities of the T -models.6
This notion can be generalized to the many-sorted case by considering tuples
of cardinalities, one cardinality for each sort. Using this definition and Theo-
rem 1, it is possible to state completeness requirements for a combination scheme
for disjoint theories that are not necessarily stably infinite (cf. Corollary 1, [60]).
Corollary 1. Given theories T1 and T2 over disjoint languages L1 and L2, T1∪
T2 is ∃-decidable if, for all sets of LC1 -literals Q1 and LC2 -literals Q2, it is possible
to determine whether the intersection of the spectra of T1 ∪ Q1 and T2 ∪ Q2 is
non-empty for each sort common to both languages L1 and L2.
6 The spectrum of a theory is usually defined as the set of the finite cardinalities of
its models. We extend the definition slightly for convenience.
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For stably infinite theories, if T1∪Q1 and T2∪Q2 are satisfiable, the intersec-
tion of their spectra contains ℵ0 for each shared sort, and therefore the following
classic combination lemma does not need to mention cardinalities.
Combination Lemma 1 (Stably Infinite Theories) Assume two stably in-
finite disjoint theories T1 and T2 over languages L1 and L2, and let Qi be a set
of LCi -literals (i = 1, 2). Then Q1 ∪Q2 is T1 ∪ T2-satisfiable if and only if there
exists an arrangement α of C such that α ∪Qi is Ti-satisfiable for i = 1, 2.
Since the union of disjoint stably infinite theories is stably infinite, the class
of ∃-decidable stably infinite theories is closed under disjoint union.
Theorem 2. The union of disjoint, stably infinite, ∃-decidable theories is stably
infinite and ∃-decidable.
A key result is that some cardinality requirement is necessary for decidability.
This finding is a consequence of the following theorem (cf. Proposition 4.1, [29]).
Theorem 3. There exist an ∃-decidable theory that is not ∃∞-decidable.
The proof exhibits a theory TM∞ with language LTM∞ , including infinitely
many nullary predicates P(e,n) for all e ∈ IN and n ∈ IN. The meaning of P(e,n) is
that e is the index of a Turing machine, and n is an input for the Turing machine
of index e. The axioms of TM∞ involve a kind of clauses called at-most cardi-
nality constraints. An at-most cardinality constraint is a clause containing only
non-trivial (i.e., other than x ' x) equalities between variables. For example,
∀x, y, z. y ' x ∨ y ' z is the at-most-2 cardinality constraint: a model of this
clause can have at most 2 elements since the clause says that out of 3 variables
at least 2 must be equal. In general,




is the at-most-m cardinality constraint : a model of this clause can have at most m
elements. The axioms of TM∞ are all the formulas saying that P(e,n) implies the
at-most-m cardinality constraint, if Turing Machine e halts on input n in fewer
than m steps. The property of being an axiom of TM∞ is decidable, because
it suffices to run the Turing machine and see whether it halts in fewer than m
steps. The TM∞-satisfiability of a finite set Q of ground LCTM∞-literals is also
decidable: intuitively, as Q involves finitely many constants, their arrangement
dictates the minimum cardinality m of a candidate model; if Q contains both
P(e,n) and ¬P(e,n), it is unsatisfiable; otherwise, for each P(e,n) ∈ Q it suffices
to test that Turing Machine e runs on input n for at least m steps. On the
other hand, satisfiability in infinite TM∞-models is undecidable: Q = {P(e,n)}
is satisfiable in an infinite TM∞-model if and only if Turing Machine e does not
halt on input n, which is undecidable for being the complement of the Halting
Problem. While TM∞ has an infinite language, it is possible to exhibit a theory
with the same decidability properties of TM∞ and a finite language [30]. It
follows as a corollary that the union of this theory with any disjoint ∃-decidable
theory with only infinite models is not ∃-decidable (cf. Theorem 4.1, [29]).
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Theorem 4. There exist ∃-decidable disjoint theories whose union is not ∃-
decidable.
This theorem implies that if we want to lift the stable infiniteness require-
ment on one or more component theories, while maintaining decidability of the-
ory unions, we still need to impose some restrictions on the cardinality of these
theories’ models. Such restrictions must allow the theories to agree on the cardi-
nality of a joint model, so that Corollary 1 can apply. In the next three sections,
we survey combination schemes that achieve precisely such a synchronization of
the theories on models’ cardinalities without imposing stable infiniteness.
4 Shiny Theories
The theory of uninterpreted symbols (UF) is one of the most useful theories.
It is convenient to model arrays, generic functions, or other data structures
described by a custom set of axiom handled separately by the reasoner through
instantiation or other inferences (e.g., see Sect. 7). This theory is shiny [122], a
much stronger property than being stably infinite.
Definition 3 (Shiny Theory). A theory T over a one-sorted language L is
shiny if, for all sets Q of LC-literals, either the spectrum of T ∪ Q is empty
or it is the set of all cardinalities greater than or equal to a finite cardinality
mincardT (Q) computable from Q.
For UF, if Q is unsatisfiable, the spectrum is empty. If Q is satisfiable, let s
be its sort. An arrangement of the finitely many constant symbols that appear
in Q determines a finite cardinality for the domainM[s] of a modelM. A model
M′ such that |M′[s]| > |M[s]| is obtained by taking a non-empty set A disjoint
from M[s], and letting M′[s] be M[s] ∪ A. M′ interprets equality as identity
on every pair of elements of A, and is otherwise identical to M. This is the
argument showing that UF is stably infinite (e.g., see Example 10.3, [39]) plus
the observation that an arrangement yields a finite cardinality.
The spectrum of a shiny theory T is upward closed from mincardT (Q) or
upward closed for short: if Q has a T -model, it has a T -model for every larger
cardinality. A theory with such a spectrum is called smooth. A shiny theory
also has the finite-model property : if a set Q of LC-literals is T -satisfiable, it is
satisfiable in a finite model of T . Consider the union of a shiny theory T1 and
an arbitrary theory T2 such that T1 and T2 are disjoint and share the one sort
s of T1. For T1 and T2 to agree on the cardinality of s it suffices that there is
a T2-model that interprets s with a domain of sufficiently large cardinality. An
at-least cardinality constraint expresses this requirement. An at-least cardinality
constraint is the negation of an at-most cardinality constraint (see Sect. 3), hence
it is a conjunction of non-trivial inequalities between variables, all existentially
quantified. Through Skolemization, the clausal form of an at-least cardinality
constraint is a set of inequalities between constants, known as an all-different
constraint.
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Definition 4. Given a positive integer m and a sort s, an all-different constraint
δs(m) for sort s is a set of literals {ci 6' cj | 1≤ i 6= j≤n}, where c1, . . . , cm are
distinct fresh free constants of sort s.
For a theory T , whose language has a sort s, and a set Q of T -literals, Q has
a T -model that interprets s with a domain of cardinality at least m if and only
if the set of literals Q∪ δs(m) is T -satisfiable. Thus, the union of a shiny theory
T1 and an arbitrary theory T2, sharing T1’s only sort s, is handled by testing in
this manner that T2 has a model M such that |M[s]| ≥ m, with m determined
by applying mincardT1 to the set of T1-literals and the arrangement.
Combination Lemma 2 (Shiny Theory) Let L1 and L2 be disjoint langua-
ges such that L1 has only one sort s shared with L2. Assume a shiny L1-theory
T1 and an arbitrary L2-theory T2, and let Qi be a set of LCi -literals (i = 1, 2).
Then Q1 ∪Q2 is T1 ∪ T2-satisfiable if and only if there exists an arrangement α
of C such that α ∪ Q1 is T1-satisfiable and α ∪ Q2 ∪ δs(mincardT1(α ∪ Q1)) is
T2-satisfiable.
Since one theory is shiny and the other is arbitrary, the combination scheme
is asymmetric.
Theorem 5. The union of a shiny ∃-decidable theory with an arbitrary ∃-decida-
ble theory that shares the single sort of the shiny theory is ∃-decidable.
The generalization of shininess to many-sorted theories leads to politeness
(see Section 6). Several other theories have a spectrum that is not upward closed,
but satisfies other useful properties for asymmetric combination schemes, as
captured by the concept of gentleness in the next section.
5 Gentle Theories
By weakening the requirements on the spectrum of theories, more theories can
take part in asymmetric combinations. Gentleness is weaker than shininess and
captures several other interesting ∃-decidable theories [60].
Definition 5. A theory T over a one-sorted language L is gentle if, for all sets
Q of LC-literals, the spectrum of T ∪Q is computable and is equal to
1. Either a finite set of finite cardinalities, or
2. A co-finite set of cardinalities given by the union of a finite set of finite
cardinalities and the set of all (finite and infinite) cardinalities greater than
a computable finite cardinality.
A gentle theory T is not necessarily stably infinite, since a T -satisfiable set
of literals may have only finite models by Case (1) of Definition 5. A shiny
theory is gentle, since it satisfies Case (2) of Definition 5 with an empty set
of finite cardinalities. Thus, UF is gentle. Conversely, the spectrum of a gentle
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theory is like the spectrum of a shiny theory with the addition of finitely many
finite cardinalities. Gentle theories are ∃-decidable, and theories in the Bernays-
Schönfinkel-Ramsey class (axioms of the form ∃∗∀∗ϕ, where ϕ is quantifier-free
and without occurrences of non-nullary function symbols), Löwenheim class (ax-
ioms in first-order relational monadic logic, i.e., no non-nullary functions and
only unary predicates), and FO2 class (axioms with only two variables and no
non-nullary functions) are gentle [60].
Theorem 6. The union of disjoint gentle theories is gentle.
The proof (see [60]) rests on the observation that the intersection of the spectra
of gentle theories is a spectrum that satisfies Definition 5.
Let mincardT be the partial function from sets of T -literals to cardinal num-
bers defined by mincardT (Q)=k, if k is the smallest non-zero finite cardinality
such that the spectrum of T ∪Q is upward closed from k. If Q is T -unsatisfiable,
or the spectrum of T ∪Q is bounded and only contains a finite number of finite
cardinalities, then mincardT (Q) is undefined. Let fincardT be the function that
maps a set Q of T -literals to a finite, possibly empty, set of finite cardinalities
of T -models of Q as follows: (i) if the spectrum of T ∪Q is empty, fincardT (Q)
is empty; (ii) if the spectrum of T ∪Q is finite, fincardT (Q) is the spectrum of
T ∪Q; (iii) otherwise, fincardT (Q) is the set of the cardinalities in the spectrum
of T ∪Q that are strictly smaller than mincardT (Q).
Combination Lemma 3 (Gentle Theory) Let L1 and L2 be disjoint langua-
ges such that L1 has only one sort s shared with L2. Assume a gentle L1-theory
T1 and an arbitrary L2-theory T2, and let Qi be a set of LCi -literals (i = 1, 2).
Then Q1 ∪Q2 is T1 ∪ T2-satisfiable if and only if there exists an arrangement α
of C such that α ∪Q1 is T1-satisfiable and
1. Either mincardT1(α ∪Q1) is defined and α ∪Q2 ∪ δs(mincardT1(α ∪Q1)) is
T2-satisfiable,
2. Or there exists a cardinality k ∈ fincardT1(Q1 ∪ α) such that α ∪ Q2 is T2-
satisfiable in a T2-model M such that |M[s]| = k.
Condition (1) follows the pattern of Combination Lemma 2. For Condi-
tion (2), note that for finitely axiomatized one-sorted theories, it is decidable
whether there is a model of a given finite cardinality k. Indeed, there are finitely
many (up to isomorphism) interpretations of cardinality k for a finite language,
and it takes a finite amount of time to check whether such an interpretation
satisfies the axioms. Several widely used theories are not gentle, but they can be
combined with gentle theories [60].
Theorem 7. Given disjoint one-sorted theories T1 and T2, where T1 is gentle,
their union T1 ∪ T2 is ∃-decidable, provided that:
1. T2 also is gentle, or
2. T2 is an ∃-decidable finitely axiomatized theory, or
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3. T2 is an ∃-decidable theory that only admits a fixed finite (possibly empty)
known set of finite cardinalities for its models, and possibly infinite models.
The proof shows that in each case of Theorem 7, either Condition (1) or Condi-
tion (2) of Combination Lemma 3 applies, possibly after some preliminary work.
For example, if both T1 and T2 are gentle, the intersection of their spectra is
computed first. In Case (3), either the intersection of the finite sets of finite
cardinalities admitted by the two theories is non-empty, or else the Löwenheim-
Skolem theorem for first-order logic (if a theory has an infinite model, it has
models for every infinite cardinality) is invoked to imply that the spectrum of
T2 is upward closed from some infinite cardinality. For example, the theory of
arrays (e.g., [95] and Chapter 3 [39]) belongs to Case (2) of Theorem 7, while
LIA and the theory of real closed fields (RCF) fit in Case (3).
Gentleness can be extended to many-sorted theories as done for P-gentleness,
a generalization of gentleness introduced to handle unions of non-disjoint theories
sharing only unary predicates [43].
6 Polite Theories
Politeness can be considered as a many-sorted extension of shininess [108,76].
The concept of politeness is instrumental to combine data-structure theories with
an arbitrary theory of elements, as illustrated below for arrays, records, sets, and
multisets. In this section, we work directly with quantifier-free formulas, instead
of sets of literals. A theory is polite with respect to a given set S of sorts, if it
is smooth and finitely witnessable with respect to S. As seen in Section 4 for
the one-sorted case, smooth means that it is possible to enlarge arbitrarily the
S-sorted domains of a model to get another model with the desired cardinalities.
Definition 6 (Smooth Theory). An L-theory T is smooth with respect to a
set S = {s1, . . . , sn} of sorts of its many-sorted language L, if:
– For all ground formulas ϕ in LC ,
– For all T -models M of ϕ,
– For all cardinal numbers k1, . . . , kn such that ki ≥ |M[si]|, for i = 1, . . . , n,
there exists a T -model N of ϕ such that |N [si]| = ki for i = 1, . . . , n.
Finite witnessability complements smoothness by establishing a starting point
for the upward movement. The starting point is given by a finite T -model ob-
tained from formulas called finite witnesses (see Sects. 6.1 and 6.2 for examples).
Definition 7 (Finite Witness). Let S be a set of sorts of a many-sorted lan-
guage L and T an L-theory. Given a ground LC-formula ϕ, a ground LD-formula
ψ, where D ⊇ C, is a finite witness of ϕ in T with respect to S if:
1. For all T -models M over LD, M |= (ϕ ≡ ψ), and
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2. For all arrangements α of all the S-sorted constants in D, if {ψ} ∪ α is
T -satisfiable then there exists a T -model M∗ of {ψ} ∪ α such that M∗[s] =
{M∗[d] | d ∈ D, d of sort s}, for all s ∈ S.
Thanks to Property (2) in this definition, finite witnesses provide the finite
T -modelM∗ that is the starting point for the upward movement made possible
by smoothness: for all s ∈ S, the domainM∗[s] comprises precisely the elements
used to interpret the constant symbols occuring in the finite witness.
Definition 8 (Finitely Witnessable Theory). An L-theory T is finitely wit-
nessable with respect to a set S of sorts of L, if there exists a computable function
witness such that, for all ground formulas ϕ in LC , witness(ϕ) is a finite witness
of ϕ in T with respect to S.
Definition 9 (Polite Theory). An L-theory T is polite with respect to a set
of sorts S of L, if it is smooth and finitely witnessable with respect to S.
In the classical Nelson-Oppen procedure for disjoint stably infinite theories,
it suffices to compute an arrangement of shared constants (see Sect. 3). Polite
theories allow us to extend the equality-sharing scheme to non-stably-infinite
theories [108], provided the procedure computes an arrangement of a larger set
of constants, that includes the new ones introduced by witnesses [76].
Combination Lemma 4 (Polite Theory) Let L1 and L2 be disjoint langua-
ges sharing a set S of sorts. Assume an L1-theory T1 polite with respect to S
and an arbitrary L2-theory T2. Let ϕi be a ground LCi -formula (i = 1, 2), and
witness(ϕ1) be a ground formula in LD1 , D ⊇ C, that is a finite witness of ϕ1
in T1 with respect to S. Then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 is T1 ∪ T2-satisfiable if and only if there
exists an arrangement α of all S-sorted constants in D such that α∧witness(ϕ1)
is T1-satisfiable and α ∧ ϕ2 is T2-satisfiable.
The (⇒) case of the proof is straightforward. For the (⇐) case the reasoning
goes as follows. First, by Property (1) of Definition 7, witness(ϕ1) is equivalent to
ϕ1 in T1. Second, by Property (2) of Definition 7, witness(ϕ1) determines finite
cardinalities for the shared sorts. Third, by smoothness of T1, it is possible to
scale up these cardinalities to meet those required by the T2-model. As there
is agreement on both shared constants, as provided by the arrangement, and
cardinalities of shared sorts, the result follows by Theorem 1. Since one theory
is polite and the other is arbitrary, the combination scheme is asymmetric.
Theorem 8. The union of two ∃-decidable disjoint theories is ∃-decidable, if
one of them is polite with respect to the set of sorts shared by the two theories.
The main difficulty in applying this theorem is to show that a given theory is
polite, and especially to show that finite witnesses can be computed for all input
formulas. All known polite theories are theories of data structures. We distinguish
two classes of polite data-structure theories. The first one comprises theories
characterized by sets of standard interpretations, and is covered in Sect. 6.1:
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the theories of arrays, records, sets, and multisets belong to this class. All these
theories feature an extensionality axiom whereby two data structures are equal
if and only if their corresponding elements are. For all these theories, a witness
function can be built by using a common principle based on the translation of an
inequality of data structures into some constraint on their elements. The second
class includes extensions of UF with axioms such as projection, injectivity, or
acyclicity, leading to axiomatizations of recursive data structures, also known as
algebraic data types, and is covered in Sect. 6.2. For this second class of theories,
a witness function can be defined using the saturated set of clauses computed
by a superposition-based decision procedure (see Sect. 7).
6.1 Arrays, Records, Sets, and Multisets
The theory of arrays Tarray is an especially important example of polite theory.
This theory is widely studied and usually presented as an axiomatized theory
(e.g., [95,4,2,40,39,3]). Its language Larray has a sort elem for elements, a sort index
for indices, a sort array for arrays, and the function symbols read : array× index→
elem and write : array× index× elem→ array. Semantically, an array is seen as a
function a : I → E from some set of indices to some set of elements. We use the
notation EI for the set of functions from I to E. Consider an Larray-interpretation
M with domains M[elem] = E and M[index] = I. M interprets a term of sort
array as a function a : I → E. However, arrays can be updated, and Larray employs
the function write to represent such an update. For the interpretation of write, a
function ai 7→e : I → E is defined as follows: ai 7→e(i) = e and ai 7→e(j) = a(j), for
j 6= i. Then, a standard Larray-interpretation M is an Larray-interpretation such
that:M[array] = (M[elem])M[index],M[read](a, i) = a(i) for all a ∈M[array] and
i ∈ M[index], and M[write](a, i, e) = ai 7→e for all a ∈ M[array], i ∈ M[index],
and e ∈ M[elem]. Tarray is the Larray-theory characterized by the class of all
standard array-structures. The following extensionality axiom is Tarray-valid:
∀x, y : array. (x ' y) ≡ (∀z : index. read(x, z) ' read(y, z)).
The clausal form of its (⇐) direction is x ' y∨read(x, sk(x, y)) 6' read(y, sk(x, y)),
where the Skolem term sk(x, y) represents the index where x and y differ, the
“witness” that the two arrays are different. A finite witness of a set Q of Tarray-
literals is constructed by replacing each array-sorted inequality l 6' r in Q with
read(l, i) 6' read(r, i), where i is a new constant symbol of sort index. This trans-
formation originated as a reduction of the satisfiability of sets of ground literals
in Tarray with extensionality to the satisfiability of sets of ground literals in Tarray
without extensionality [4]: using a Skolem constant i in place of the compound
Skolem term sk(x, y) preserves equisatisfiability. Intuitively, adding constants
to name the positions where arrays differ suffices to glean from the number of
constants occurring in the set of literals the minimum cardinalities for sorts elem
and index, leading to the following politeness result [108].
Theorem 9. Tarray is polite with respect to {elem, index}.
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Basically, Tarray inherits smoothness with respect to {elem, index} from the
shininess of UF. Once extensionality has been eliminated, the reasoning focuses
solely on equality of indices and elements. The remaining occurrences of write
can be eliminated by a case analysis with respect to the read-over-write axioms,
on whether the index-sorted argument of read is equal or different from that of
the nested write (see Sect. 9.5, [39]). Once all occurrences of write have been
eliminated, Tarray essentially reduces to UF, as a term read(l, i) can be written
as fa(l), by introducing a free function symbol fa for every array-term l (e.g.,
Chapter 9, [39]).
Records aggregate attribute-value pairs and resemble arrays if attributes are
considered as indices [2,108,3]): if there are n attributes, the set of “indices”
has cardinality n. The theory of records Trec has a language Lrec with a sort
rec for records, a sort elem for values, and a pair of read and write function
symbols for each attribute: readi : rec → elem and writei : rec × elem → rec, for
i = 1, . . . , n. A standard rec-interpretationM is an Lrec-interpretation such that:
M[rec] = (M[elem])n, M[readi](a) = a(i) for all a ∈ M[rec], for i = 1, . . . , n,
andM[write](a, i, e) = ai 7→e for all a ∈M[rec] and e ∈M[elem], for i = 1, . . . , n.
Trec is the Lrec-theory characterized by the class of all standard rec-structures.
The Trec-valid extensionality axiom has the following form:
∀x, y : rec. (x ' y) ≡ (read1(x) ' read1(y) ∧ · · · ∧ readn(x) ' readn(y)).
Sets also resemble arrays if a set X, X ⊆ I, is viewed as its characteristic
function X : I → {0, 1} [4]. The language Lset of the theory of sets Tset has a sort
elem for set elements, a sort set for sets, and the predicate symbol ∈ : elem ×
set→ prop. A standard set-interpretation M is an Lset-interpretation such that
M[set] = 2M[elem] andM[∈](e, x) = true if and only if x(e) = 1 for all x ∈M[set]
and e ∈M[elem]. Tset is the Lset-theory characterized by the class of all standard
set-structures. The extensionality axiom for Tset says that two sets are equal if
and only if they contain the same elements:
∀x, y : set. (x ' y) ≡ (∀e : elem. (e ∈ x) ≡ (e ∈ y)).
Similarly, a multisetX with elements in I is viewed as its multiplicity function
X : I → IN. The theory of multisets Tbag requires a language Lbag with sorts int+
for the non-negative integers, elem for multiset elements, bag for multisets, and
the function symbol count : elem × bag → int+. A standard Lbag-interpretation
M is an Lbag-interpretation such that: M[int+] = IN; M[bag] = INM[elem]; and
M[count](e, x) = x(e) for all e ∈ M[elem] and x ∈ M[bag]. Tbag is the Lbag-
theory characterized by the class of all standard bag-structures, with extension-
ality axiom
∀x, y : bag. (x ' y) ≡ (∀e : elem. count(e, x) ' count(e, y)).
The politeness of these three theories is a corollary [108] of Theorem 9.
Corollary 2. The theories Trec, Tset and Tbag are polite with respect to {elem}.
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In order to construct finite witnesses for sets of ground literals in these the-
ories, the (⇐) direction of their extensionality axiom is used to translate ev-
ery inequality between terms of the data-structure sort into some constraint
on their elements. For records, a rec-sorted inequality l 6' r is replaced with
readi(l) 6' readi(r) for some attribute i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n: the attribute is the “witness”
that the records differ. For sets, an inequality l 6' r between terms of sort set is
translated into the literal sets {e ∈ l, e /∈ r} or {e /∈ l, e ∈ r}, where e is a new
constant symbol of sort elem denoting an element that differentiates the sets.
For multisets, a bag-sorted inequality l 6' r yields count(e, l) 6' count(e, r): the
new constant symbol e of sort elem denotes an element that occurs with different
multiplicities in the two multisets.
6.2 Recursive Data Structures
Theories of recursive data structures (RDS) [26,39], also known as theories of in-
ductive data types [15], or algebraic data types, are convenient to describe several
types of data structures commonly used in programming languages. Classical
examples are lists and trees. These theories adopt a language Lrds with a sort
struct for the data structures, and a sort elem for their elements. The set of func-
tion symbols of Lrds is the disjoint union of a set Fc of constructors and a set
Fsel of selectors. A constructor symbol c ∈ Fc has the sort c : s1, . . . , sn → struct,
for s1, . . . , sn ∈ {elem, struct}, as a constructor takes elements and structures to
build more structures. For example, in theories of lists [117,100,4,26,39,3] the
constructor cons takes an element and a list, and returns the list with the given
element as the head and the given list as the tail. For every constructor c ∈ Fc
of sort c : s1, . . . , sn → struct, Fsel contains selector symbols selci : struct→ si for
i = 1, . . . , n. For example, in theories of lists the selectors associated to cons are
named car and cdr: the first one applies to a cons-term to return the head; the
second one returns the tail.
The axiomatizations of these theories may contain the following sets of ax-
ioms, where all variables are implicitly universally quantified:
– Projection axioms: Proj ={selci (c(x1, . . . , xn)) ' xi | sel
c
i ∈ Fsel}, that show
how selectors operate as projection operators over selectors;
– Distinctiveness axioms: Dis={c(x1, . . . , xnc) 6' d(y1, . . . , ynd) | c, d ∈ Fc, c 6=
d}, where nc and nd are the arities of constructors c and d, respectively:
these axioms state that distinct constructors build distinct data structures,
so that a term whose root symbol is a constructor cannot be equal to a term
whose root symbol is a distinct constructor;
– Acyclicity axioms: Acyc={x 6' t[x] | t is an Fc-context}, where an Fc-context
is a context made only of symbols in Fc, that is, constructors; these axioms
ensures that constructors do not build cyclic structures;
– Injectivity axioms: Inj ={c(x1, . . . , xnc) ' c(y1, . . . , ync) ⇒
∧nc
i=1 xi ' yi |
c ∈ Fc}, where nc is the arity of constructor c; these axioms stipulate that
constructors are to be interpreted as injective functions.
The following general politeness theorem holds for these theories [15,118]:
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Theorem 10. For all theories T included in Inj ∪ Dis, the theories T ∪ Proj
and T ∪Acyc ∪ Proj are polite with respect to {elem}.
For all theories mentioned in Theorem 10 a superposition-based strategy (see
Sect. 7) is a decision procedure for problems of the form T ∪ Q, where T is
the (finite) axiomatization of the theory and Q is a (finite) set of T -literals.
If T ∪Q is satisfiable, the superposition-based strategy returns a set of clauses
that is saturated (no irredundant inference applies), and contains equalities useful
to construct a finite witness of Q. Dedicated tableaux-style decision procedures
based on a combination of congruence closure and unification steps also exist [15].
All these theories can be extended with additional axioms defining a bridging
function [118], such as the length of lists or the size of trees. Such a function
represents a bridge between two theories: for example, a length function for
lists is a bridge between a theory of lists and a theory of the integers, since the
length of a list is a non-negative integer. Theories of lists and trees with bridging
functions are polite theories [44]. These results rely on the characterization of
the theory as a set of standard structures satisfying an extensionality axiom (cf.
Sect. 6.1). For example, the theory of possibly empty lists, with constructors nil
and cons, selectors car and cdr, extensionality axiom
∀x : list. x 6' nil⇒ x ' cons(car(x), cdr(x)),
and bridging function length is polite, and the bridging function helps the con-
struction of finite witnesses [44].
7 Superposition-Based Decision Procedures
From the perspective of reasoning in a theory T , theorem proving is the prob-
lem of T -validity, approached refutationally by proving T -unsatisfiability of the
negation of the conjecture. A complete theorem-proving strategy for first-order
logic is a semidecision procedure for T -validity for all finitely axiomatized first-
order theories T : termination with a proof is guaranteed for all unsatisfiable
inputs T ∪Q, where T contains the axioms of the theory in clausal form, and Q
is the clausal form of the negation of the conjecture. On the other hand, termi-
nation on satisfiable inputs is a challenge. In this section we survey termination
results that allow one to apply superposition-based theorem-proving strategies to
decide SMT problems for some theories [2,26,3,27], including most of the polite
theories described in Section 6. The central result covered in this section is a mod-
ularity theorem for termination of superposition [2,3], that opened the way to
understanding the relationship between superposition and equality sharing [29],
and to designing integrations of SMT-solving and theorem proving [24,35,28,36],
yielding more decision procedures.
A theorem-proving strategy is given by an inference system, which is a set of
inference rules, and a search plan, which is an algorithm that controls the appli-
cation of the inference rules. We consider a class of theorem-proving strategies
known in the literature under various names:
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– Resolution-based or superposition-based, to emphasize the main expansion
inference rules,
– Rewrite-based or simplification-based or ordering-based, to highlight the re-
moval of redundant clauses by contraction inference rules based on well-
founded orderings, and
– Completion-based or saturation-based, to convey the overall process of ex-
panding and contracting the existing set of clauses until either a contradic-
tion arises or no more irredundant inferences apply.
In this paper we adopt the name superposition-based, because the surveyed re-
sults depend mostly on the inference system, and superposition plays the main
role, as equality is the only shared symbol among the theories.
Superposition
C ∨ l[s′] ./ r D ∨ s ' t
(C ∨D ∨ l[t] ./ r)σ (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
Reflection
C ∨ s′ 6' s
Cσ
∀l ∈ C : (s′ 6' s)σ 6≺ lσ
Equational Factoring
C ∨ s ' t ∨ s′ ' t′
(C ∨ t 6' t′ ∨ s ' t′)σ (i), ∀l ∈ {s
′ ' t′} ∪ C : (s ' t)σ 6≺ lσ
where ./ stands for either ' or 6', σ is the most general unifier (mgu) of s and s′, in
superposition s′ is not a variable, and the following abbreviations hold:
(i) is sσ 6 tσ,
(ii) is ∀m ∈ D : (s ' t)σ 6 mσ,
(iii) is l[s′]σ 6 rσ, and
(iv) is ∀m ∈ C : (l[s′] ./ r)σ 6 mσ.
Simplification
C[l] s ' t
C[tσ] s ' t






C ∨ t ' t
where D •> C if D •≥ C and C 6•≥ D; and D •≥ C if Cσ ⊆ D (as multisets) for some
substitution σ. Theorem provers also apply subsumption of variants (if D •≥ C and
C •≥ D, the oldest clause is retained) and tautology deletion (that removes clauses such
as C ∨ s ' t ∨ s 6' t).
Fig. 1. SP: a standard superposition-based inference system.
A standard superposition-based inference system, named SP from superpo-
sition (cf. Fig. 1-2, [3], Fig. 1, [27], and Fig. 1, [36]), is reported in Fig. 1:
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expansion rules add what is below the single inference line to what is above;
contraction rules replace what is above the double inference line by what is be-
low. SP is parametric with respect to a complete simplification ordering (CSO) 
on terms, extended to literals and clauses by multiset extension. A simplification
ordering is stable (l  r implies lσ  rσ for all terms l and r and substitutions
σ), monotonic (l  r implies t[l]  t[r] for all terms l and r and contexts t),
and has the subterm property (i.e., it contains the strict subterm ordering B:
l B r implies l  r for all terms l and r). An ordering with these properties
is well-founded. A CSO is also total on ground terms. Definitions, results, and
references on orderings are accessible in several surveys (e.g., [54,55]).
The main expansion rule in SP is superposition, where l[s′] ./ r (C∨ l[s′] ./ r)
is the literal (clause) superposed into, and s ' t (D∨ s ' t) is the literal (clause)
superposed from, where ./ stands for either ' or 6'. Depending on whether s is
a variable, a constant, or a compound term, superposition is from a variable, a
constant, or a compound term. Reflection captures ordered resolution with the
reflexivity axiom ∀x. x ' x. Equational factoring allows the inference system
to impose all four ordering-based restrictions listed for superposition [10]. The
main contraction rule in SP is simplification, that performs rewriting by an
equality. Subsumption eliminates a clause that is less general than another clause
according to the subsumption ordering •> defined in the caption of Fig. 1. Deletion
removes clauses containing trivial equalities.
Superposition dates back to the late 1960’s [112,82]; inference systems of
this kind appear in many papers (e.g., [72,113,10,34]); several general treat-
ments or surveys with additional references and historic background are avail-
able (e.g., [54,106,19,55,104,22,87,107,21]). Superposition-based strategies yield
decision procedures for several fragments of first-order logic (e.g., [63,59] and [58]
for a survey), and are implemented in many theorem-provers including, in al-
phabetical order, E [114], Spass [124], Vampire [84], Waldmeister [70], and









. . . ,
where for all i, i≥0, the set of clauses Qi+1 is derived from Qi by applying an SP-





is the set of persistent clauses, those that are either input or generated at some
stage, and never deleted afterwards. A derivation is a refutation if there exists
an i such that  ∈ Qi, where  is the empty clause, the contradiction in clausal
form. SP is refutationally complete: whenever the input set Q0 is unsatisfiable,
then there exist SP-refutations from Q0. Inference systems are nondeterministic:
multiple SP-derivations are possible from a given input set Q0. The pairing of
SP with a search plan yields an SP-strategy, and the SP-derivation generated
from Q0 by an SP-strategy is unique.
Refutational completeness of the inference system is not sufficient for the
completeness of a strategy: the complementary requirement on the search plan
is fairness. A derivation is fair if it is guaranteed to be a refutation whenever the
input set is unsatisfiable. A search plan is fair if it generates a fair derivation for
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all inputs. A strategy is fair if its search plan is. A strategy is complete if its in-
ference system is refutationally complete and its search plan is fair. In practice, a
derivation that considers eventually all irredundant inferences is fair, and its limit
is saturated. An inference is redundant if it uses or generates redundant clauses,
and irredundant otherwise. Definitions of redundancy and sufficient conditions
for fairness can be given based on well-founded orderings on either clauses [10]
or proofs [34,22]. In the sequel SP-strategy stands for complete SP-strategy.
In order to prove that an SP-strategy is a decision procedure for a certain
class of problems, one needs to show that it is guaranteed to terminate on inputs
in that class. If one shows that SP only generates finitely many clauses from
such inputs, termination is guaranteed. We begin with ∃-decidability, that is, we
consider T -satisfiability problems T ∪ Q, where T contains the axioms of the
theory in clausal form and Q is a set of ground T -literals. SP generates finitely
many clauses from such problems in the theories of:
– Equality, for which T is empty [86,4,11],
– Non-empty possibly cyclic lists [4] and possibly empty possibly cyclic lists [3],
– Arrays with or without extensionality [4,2,3],
– Finite sets with or without extensionality [4],
– Records with or without extensionality [2,3],
– Integer offsets and integer offsets modulo, a theory useful to describe data
structures such as circular queues [2,3], and
– Recursive data structures with a constructor and k selectors [26], of which
integer offsets and acyclic non-empty lists are special cases for k=1 and k=2,
respectively.
Therefore, these theories are ∃-SP-decidable [27], meaning that an SP-strategy
is a decision procedure for ∃-decidability in these theories.
For each theory T the proof of termination rests on an analysis of the possible
SP-inferences from an input of the form T ∪Q, showing that there are only finitely
many. This analysis assumes that a preprocessing phase flattens all literals in Q,
by introducing new constant symbols and equalities, in such a way that every
positive literal contains at most one occurrence of function symbol, and every
negative literal contains no occurrence of function symbols. For example, the
literal f(a) 6'f(b) yields the set of flat literals {f(a) ' a′, f(b) ' b′, a′ 6' b′} by
introducing fresh constants a′ and b′.
The preprocessing phase may involve some other simple mechanical trans-
formation, called T -reduction: for example, for the theories of arrays with ex-
tensionality [4,2,3] and records with extensionality [2,3], T -reduction replaces
array-sorted, and rec-sorted, inequalities, via the introduction of “witnesses,” as
already described in Sect. 6.1, so that the extensionality axiom can be removed.
For both theories, T -reduction preserves equisatisfiability also in the presence of
free function symbols, which is relevant for their union with the theory of equal-
ity, provided the sorts array and rec do not appear in the sorts of the free function
symbols [3]. Since the presentation of recursive data structures includes infinitely
many acyclicity axioms (cf. Sect. 6.2), T -reduction in this case transforms the
problem to an equisatisfiable problem with finitely many acyclicity axioms [26,3].
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For some theories, the T -reduction is empty and preprocessing consists only of
flattening. Also, the CSO  employed by SP is required to be good, meaning
that t  c for all ground compound terms t and constants c [3,25,27].
Once termination is established, the complexity of the resulting superposi-
tion-based decision procedure may be characterized abstractly in terms of meta-
saturation [88,91]. More concretely, the superposition-based decision procedures
for the above mentioned theories are exponential, except for records without ex-
tensionality and integer offsets modulo [26,3]. For the theory of arrays this is
unavoidable, because the already mentioned case analysis over whether two in-
dices are equal (see Sect. 6.1) means that Tarray-satisfiability is as hard as SAT,
and therefore has an exponential lower bound. For the theories of records with ex-
tensionality and integer offsets the superposition-based decision procedures were
improved to be polynomial [27], showing that there is a big difference between
records and arrays complexity-wise.
The modularity problem for ∃-SP-decidability is the problem of showing that
if T1 and T2 are ∃-SP-decidable, then T = T1 ∪ T2 also is ∃-SP-decidable. Since
Ti-reduction applies separately for each theory, and flattening is harmless, the
modularity of ∃-SP-decidability reduces to that of termination. The problem is
to show that if SP is guaranteed to generate finitely many clauses from inputs
of the form Ti ∪Qi (i = 1, 2), where Qi is a set of ground Ti-literals, then SP is
guaranteed to generate finitely many clauses from inputs of the form T ∪Q, where
Q is a set of ground T -literals. The issue is to find sufficient conditions for this
result. Two conditions are easy: T1 and T2 should not share non-nullary function
symbols, which is implied by their being disjoint, and the CSO  should be good
for both theories. The key condition is that T1 and T2 are variable-inactive [2,3],
which prevents superposition from variables across theories.
Definition 10. A clause ϕ is variable-inactive if no -maximal literal in ϕ is
an equality t ' x where x 6∈ Var(t). A set of clauses is variable-inactive if all its
clauses are.
Variable-inactivity is concerned only with equalities t ' x where x 6∈ Var(t),
because if x ∈ Var(t), the ordering-based restrictions on superposition suffice to
bar superposition from x, as t  x in any ordering  with the subterm property.
Definition 11. A theory T is variable-inactive, if for all T -satisfiability prob-
lems T ∪Q the limit of every fair SP-derivation from T ∪Q is variable-inactive.
The absence of shared non-nullary function symbols prevents superposition
from compound terms across theories. Thus, the only superpositions across the-
ories are superpositions from constants into constants, and because there are
finitely many constant symbols in the problem, the modularity of termination
follows (cf. Theorem 5, [2]; Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 3, [3]).
Theorem 11. If theories T1 and T2 are disjoint, variable-inactive, and ∃-SP-
decidable, then their union T1 ∪ T2 is ∃-SP-decidable.
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All the theories above satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem and therefore
their unions are ∃-SP-decidable (cf. Corollary 1, [2] and Theorem 4.6, [3]).
Superpositions from constants into constants across theories are superposi-
tions from shared constants into shared constants. Also, the proof of the modular-
ity result (see the proof of Theorem 4.1, [3]) shows that the equalities superposed
from are equalities between constants. Thus, the only equalities that are active
across variable-inactive theories in superposition are equalities between shared
constants. This suggests an analogy with equality sharing, where the decision
procedures can build an arrangement for stably infinite theories by propagating
only clauses made of equalities between shared constants (e.g., Sect. 10.3, [39]).
Theorem-proving strategies do not require stable infiniteness upfront. However,
variable-inactivity implies stable-infiniteness, a finding that reinforces the anal-
ogy between superposition and equality sharing, and the intuition that they
capture the same essential features of reasoning in a union of theories. The dis-
covery that variable-inactivity implies stable-infiniteness descends from a lemma
showing that superposition has the power of revealing the lack of infinite models
by generating at-most cardinality constraints (cf. Lemma 5.2, [29]).
Lemma 1. A finite satisfiable set of clauses Q admits no infinite models if
and only if the limit of every fair SP-derivation from Q contains an at-most
cardinality constraint.
Since an at-most cardinality constraint is not variable-inactive, the result
that variable-inactivity implies stable-infiniteness follows (cf. Theorem 4.5, [3]).
Theorem 12. If a theory T is variable-inactive, then it is stably infinite.
Indeed, if T is not stably-infinite, there is a quantifier-free T -satisfiable T -
formula ϕ with no infinite T -model. By the above lemma, the limit of every fair
SP-derivation from the clausal form of T ∪ {ϕ} contains an at-most cardinality
constraint, and T is not variable-inactive.
We consider next T -satisfiability problems T ∪Q where T contains the axioms
of the theory in clausal form and Q is a set of ground T -clauses. If SP is guaran-
teed to generate finitely many clauses from these problems, an SP-strategy is a
decision procedure for the T -satisfiability of quantifier-free formulas and theory
T is SP-decidable. Results of this kind are obtained by replacing variable inactiv-
ity with a stronger property named subterm inactivity: the theories of equality,
arrays with or without extensionality, possibly augmented with an injectivity
predicate, a swap predicate, or both, finite sets with or without extensional-
ity, recursive data structures, and their unions, are shown to be SP-decidable
in this manner [25,23]. Other variable-inactive theories, such as possibly empty
lists, records, and integer offsets modulo, are not subterm-inactive. By a simpler
approach [27] it is possible to show that variable-inactivity alone suffices for
SP-decidability (cf. Theorem 3.5, [27]).
Theorem 13. If a theory T is variable-inactive and ∃-SP-decidable, then it is
SP-decidable.
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Furthermore, for arrays with or without extensionality, records with or with-
out extensionality, integer offsets, and their unions, superposition can be a pre-
processor for an SMT-solver: the problem is decomposed in such a way that su-
perposition is applied only to the axiomatization T and ground unit T -clauses,
realizing an inference-based reduction of T to the theory of equality [24,28].
Although the results surveyed in this section were obtained for languages
where equality is the only predicate, it is simple to generalize them to languages
with more predicate symbols (see [36], Section 3). The discovery that variable-
inactivity implies stable infiniteness is rich in implications. Variable-inactivity
and meta-saturation [88,91] were used to test for stable infiniteness [81,90]. A
superposition-based decision procedure for a variable-inactive theory can be a
component of an equality-sharing combination: this is a theoretical underpinning
for a method named DPLL(Γ +T ) [35,36] which integrates a superposition-
based inference system Γ into the DPLL(T ) framework for SMT [103,13,85].
DPLL(Γ+T ) handles axiomatized theories by superposition and built-in theories
by DPLL(T ). Superposition offers complete reasoning about quantifiers, decision
procedures for some axiomatized theories, and it can detect the lack of infinite
models. DPLL(Γ+T ) also enriches DPLL(T ) with speculative inferences to yield
decision procedures for more theories and unions of theories.
8 CDSAT: An Overview
The philosophy of equality sharing is to combine decision procedures as black-
boxes. Clearly, black-box combination has advantages: existing procedures can
be combined without modifying them, and their communication can be min-
imized. In equality sharing, communication is limited to the propagation of
disjunctions of equalities between shared constants (e.g., Sect. 10.3, [39]). The
DPLL(T ) framework for SMT [103,13,85] extends this philosophy to the inter-
action between the conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) procedure for SAT-
solving [49,93,94] and the equality-sharing-based T -decision procedure, where T
is a union of theories. An abstraction function maps T -atoms to propositional
atoms and its inverse performs the opposite translation. Every disjunction prop-
agated by the T -decision procedure is handled by the CDCL procedure, which
searches for a propositional model of the set of clauses. The current candidate
model is represented as an assignment, called trail:
Γ = u1 ← b1, . . . , um ← bm,
where, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤m, ui is a propositional atom and bi is either true or
false. The T -decision procedure contributes by signalling that a subset of these
Boolean assignments implies in T either a contradiction (T -conflict), or another
Boolean assignment to an existing T -atom, which is thus added to the trail
(T -propagation).
Some decision procedures for fragments of arithmetic are conflict-driven the-
ory procedures, in the sense that they generalize features of CDCL to theory rea-
soning [126,123,96,83,47,78,79,69,80]. They assign values to first-order variables,
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like CDCL assign truth values to atoms, and they explain theory conflicts by
theory inferences, like CDCL explains Boolean conflicts by resolution. A signifi-
cant difference is that propositional resolution generates resolvents made of input
atoms, whereas theory inferences may generate new (i.e., non-input) T -atoms.
If such a conflict-driven procedure for a single theory is integrated as a black-
box, the search for a T -model cannot take direct advantage of its guesses and
inferences, and the conflict-driven reasoning remains propositional. The MCSAT
method, where MCSAT stands for Model-Constructing SATisfiability, shows how
to integrate a conflict-driven procedure for one theory [53,127,75,68], or for a
specific union of theories [77,18], with CDCL, allowing them to cooperate on a
single trail that contains assignments to both Boolean and first-order variables.
CDSAT, which stands for Conflict-Driven SATisfiability [31,32,33], generalizes
MCSAT to generic unions of disjoint theories, and generalizes equality sharing
to accommodate both black-box and conflict-driven theory procedures.
The idea of CDSAT is to open the boxes and let theory modules, one for each
theory in the union T , cooperate in the search for a T -model. Propositional
logic is considered as one of the theories, and the CDCL procedure is its theory
module. All theory modules access the same trail
Γ = u1 ← c1, . . . , um ← cm,
where, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ui is a T -term and ci is a concrete value of the
appropriate sort for ui. If ui is a Boolean term, that is, a formula, ci is either
true or false. If ui is a term of sort int, for example, ci is an integer value, as in
x ← 3 or (y + 1) ← −3. The notion of theory extension is used to make sure
that values can be named with fresh constant symbols, which, however, remain
separate from the original language and do not occur in terms.
Once first-order (i.e., non-Boolean) assignments are allowed on the trail, there
is no reason for barring them from appearing in the input problem, which is also
viewed as an assignment. Therefore, CDSAT solves a generalization of SMT
dubbed SMA for satisfiability modulo assignments. An SMT problem is written
as {u1 ← true, . . . , um ← true}, where, for all i, 1≤ i≤m, ui is a quantifier-free
T -formula. An SMA problem is written as {u1 ← true, . . . , um ← true, um+1 ←
c1, . . . , um+j ← cj}, where {u1 ← true, . . . , um ← true} is an SMT problem, and,
for all i, m+ 1≤ i≤m+ j, ui is a first-order term, typically a variable occurring
in some of the input formulas. Either way, the trail is initialized with the input
problem, and CDSAT works to determine whether it is T -satisfiable.
Since the assignment on the trail mixes symbols and values from the different
theories, each theory has its view of the trail. Suppose that T is the union of
theories T1, . . . , Tn. The Tk-view (1 ≤ k ≤ n) includes the pairs t← c, where c
comes from the extension of Tk, and those equalities and disequalities determined
by first-order assignments to terms of a Tk-sort. For example, if the trail contains
{x ← 3, y ← 3, z ← 2}, the theory view of every theory with sort int contains
x ' y, x 6' z, and y 6' z. Indeed, in the presence of first-order assignments, the
truth value of an equality can be determined in two ways: either by assigning
it true or false, or by assigning the same or different values to its sides. CDSAT
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employs a notion of relevance of a term to a theory to determine which theory
uses one way or the other. A Tk-model Mk satisfies an assignment if for all
pairs t←c in the Tk-view of the assignment Mk interprets t and c as the same
element. An assignment is T -satisfiable if there is a T -model that endorses the
T -view, or global view, which contains everything. Otherwise, the assignment is
T -unsatisfiable. A T -unsatisfiable subset of the trail represents a conflict.
Since the conflict-driven search is provided centrally for all theories by CD-
SAT, theory modules are theory inference systems. Thus, the reasoning in the
union of the theories is conflict-driven, and combination of theories becomes
conflict-driven combination of theory inference systems. A theory decision pro-
cedure that is not conflict-driven is still incorporated as a black-box, by viewing
it as an inference system whose only inference rule invokes the procedure to
detect the Tk-unsatisfiability of the Tk-view of the trail.
CDSAT is defined as a transition system with trail rules and conflict-state
rules. The trail rules transform the trail with decisions or deductions, and detect
conflicts. A decision is a guess of a value for a term: a Tk-module is allowed
to decide a value for a term t that is relevant to Tk. CDSAT has a notion
of acceptable assignment to exclude decisions that are obviously bad, because
repetitious or causing trivial conflicts. With a deduction, a Tk-module posts
on the trail a Boolean assignment inferred from assignments on the trail. As a
deduction may bring to the trail a new term, all deduced terms must come from a
finite global basis to avoid jeopardizing termination. The inferred assignment is a
justified assignment, whose justification is the set of premises from which it was
inferred. This mechanism encompasses both Tk-propagations and explanations
of Tk-conflicts. All assignments on the trail that are not decisions are justified
assignments, including input assignments, that have empty justifications.
The conflict-state rules intervene after a conflict has been detected, so that
they work on the trail and the conflict, until either the conflict is solved, or
the input problem is recognized as T -unsatisfiable. CDSAT applies a form of
resolution to unfold the conflict, by replacing a justified assignment in the conflict
with its justification. This process continues until CDSAT identifies either a first-
order decision that needs to be undone, or a Boolean assignment that needs to
be flipped: the flipped assignment is also a justified assignment inheriting its
justification from the process of unfolding the conflict.
CDSAT is sound, terminating, and complete, under suitable hypotheses on
Tk-modules and global basis [31,33]. CDSAT requires the Tk’s to be disjoint,
but not stably infinite, provided there is a leading theory that knows all sorts in
T . For completeness, every Tk-module must be leading-theory-complete, which
ensures that when no trail rule applies to the trail, there is a Tk-model that
satisfies the Tk-view of the trail, and agrees with a model of the leading the-
ory on arrangement of shared terms and cardinalities of shared sorts. Whenever
CDSAT terminates without reporting unsatsfiability, the Tk-models can be com-
bined in a T -model satisfying the trail, hence the input assignment. CDSAT is
a nondeterministic system, as there is nondeterminism in the CDSAT transition
system and in each theory module. A CDSAT procedure is obtained by adding a
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search plan, that establishes priorities among CDSAT transition rules, theories,
and inference rules within each theory module.
9 Discussion
Reasoning in a union of theories can be approached in several ways: the equality-
sharing method and its extensions combine theory decision procedures; theorem-
proving strategies unite theory presentations and reason about them; and CD-
SAT combines in a conflict-driven manner theory inference systems. With re-
spect to lifting stable infiniteness, extensions of equality sharing based on shiny,
gentle, or polite theories are asymmetric; the superposition-based methodology
is symmetric, as it treats all theories evenly, and it handles cardinality issues
seamlessly. CDSAT is also asymmetric, as the leading theory knows more than
the other theories, including the cardinalities of the shared sorts. Another way
to go beyond equality sharing is to admit combinations of non-disjoint theories
(e.g., [65,67,101,125,118]). Work on this direction has begun for methods based
on gentleness and politeness [43,44], as well as for superposition-based decision
procedures [111], while it is a direction of future work for CDSAT.
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